Leading the Way in Full-Service Facility Maintenance

I would like to take a few moments and express my professional relationship with JDL surface Innovations
and offer any and all recommendations to who may need the services of such a great team of guys that
really “go the extra mile” to get the job done!
I have had the opportunity to work with them on ten projects in multiple states and they have met all
aspects of the projects from professionalism to even helping the retail customers find their way to the
merchandise they may be looking for, to working hand in hand with my job supervisors and the retail store
managers to make at times what seems the impossible task but always has had a awesome positive attitude
no matter the position they may be up against.
I have personally managed thousands of projects cross country in the retail industry and know how hard it is
to find a subcontractor that can stand behind their word, product and performance, JDL Surface Innovations
and their crews have impressed me and my clients over and over again.
The Staff at JDL Surface Innovations is always very professional and constantly aiming to even go higher in
performance than they possibly can. Their teams have worked 7 days a week and 12 hours or longer each
day and would work longer if I would let them. They have modern or brand new equipment and always have
what they need to do the job and tasks at hand. They have exhausted all attempts to excel in the
department of knowing that they have the right equipment and when you have the right people and the
right equipment with the right attitude there is not much else to ask for in a company.
I have to also mention that the office staff is always the same as above and without fail seem to constantly
impress me in professionalism and constant communication, follow up and even after the job is complete
they follow up with a survey of questions on how can they improve! I have yet to find any areas of
improvement or any areas of correction.
I know they will be the “Floor Guys” I rely on cross country for any retail client every time!
Have a Blessed One,
JW Parsons, President
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